Neoadjuvant targeting of glioblastoma multiforme with radiolabeled DOTAGA-substance P--results from a phase I study.
Complete surgical resection beyond tumor margins cannot be achieved in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) because of infiltrative nature. In several cancers, neoadjuvant treatment has been implemented to reduce the risk of tumor cell spreading during resection. In GBM, the objective of a neoadjuvant approach is reduction of tumor cells within the main tumor mass and beyond in the infiltration zone. Such an approach can only be performed if elevated intracranial pressure can be medically controlled. In a previous study with recurrent gliomas, we showed that local intratumoral injection of radiolabeled DOTAGA-substance P substantially inhibited further growth and led to radionecrotic transformation of the tumor (CCR 2006). We have now examined this modality as neoadjuvant treatment for GBM, primarily assessing feasibility, toxicity, the extent of resection, and functional outcome. After diagnosis of GBM, 17 patients were included in a prospective phase I study. Repetitive intratumoral injections of radiolabeled DOTAGA-substance P were performed, followed by surgical resection. Chemical synthesis, radiolabeling, and local injection of the peptidic vector [90Yttrium]-DOTAGA-substance P were described previously. Neoadjuvant injection of [90Y]-DOTAGA-substance P was feasible without decompensation of intracranial pressure. Prolonged application of corticosteroids was identified as the main risk factor for side effects. Fifteen patients stabilized or improved their functional status. The mean extent of resection in subsequent surgery was 96%. Neoadjuvant therapy of GBM using locally injected radiolabeled DOTAGA-substance P was feasible and of low toxicity. The high extent of resection and concomitant irradiation of tumor cells in the infiltration zone may be prognostically relevant.